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ABSTRACT 

In the context of a research project studying the implementation of active transportation, especially 
electric bicycles replacing motorized modes such as motorbikes both in short, urban routes and in long 
rural leisure trips, we study the performance of GPS devices as direct source of information. The 
information from GPS is used to develop a methodology for data collection and for designing SP 
experiments utilizing real-life data for the scenarios. This is particularly important for this study region, 
which is an island area suffering from extensive motorcycle use and teenagers’ safety is at stake. 
Replacing a portion of motorcycle fleet with regular or electric bikes as well as with walking for short 
distances can lead to environmental, traffic safety and quality of life improvements. 

In this paper a literature review of using GPS devices in travel surveys is presented. Then, a 
methodology for the full use of the information of the GPS devices is provided.  The data collection 
involved, uses the GPS traces to extract information regarding speed, travel time, route choice, street 
slopes and altitude that can be used to evaluate route choice especially when considering alternative 
active transport modes, including walking, regular and electric bicycles. The data used is collected in 
the island of Chios, Greece and is used to locate, select and evaluate 4 different routes in the study area. 
These routes are evaluated for their potential as a choice in active transport. A comparison for different 
mode characteristics such as speed, travel time, maximum speed for each route and a comparison for 
different route characteristics such as distance and slope takes place in the second part of the research. 
Data from GIS software is used to demonstrate the routes in their surrounding land use context, with 
demographic data, constructing a framework that uses mode characteristics, route characteristics and 
GIS data to evaluate if a route is attractive for active transport. 

Keywords: Bicycle, Pedestrian, Active Transport, Data Collection, GPS, Bicycle Route Choice, Bicycle 
Route Characteristics, Design Of SP Experiments 

 

 

  



	
Περίληψη 

Στην  προσπάθεια ενός ερευνητικού προγράμματος που μελετάει την εφαρμογή της ενεργητικής 
μετακίνησης, και συγκεκριμένα την αντικατάσταση των μηχανοκίνητων μέσων όπως μηχανές από τα 
ηλεκτρικά ποδήλατα σε σύντομες αστικές όσο και μακρινές επαρχιακές διαδρομές, μελετάμε την 
απόδοση των συσκευών GPS σαν άμεση πηγή πληροφόρησης. Η πληροφορία από τις συσκευές 
χρησιμοποιείται  για να αναπτύξουμε μια μεθοδολογία για την συλλογή δεδομένων και τον σχεδιασμό 
πειραμάτων δεδηλωμένης προτίμησης βασισμένα σε πραγματικά δεδομένα. Αυτό είναι ιδιαίτερα 
σημαντικό για την περιοχή μελέτης, η οποία είναι ένα νησί στο οποίο η εκτεταμένη χρήση μηχανής 
θέτει την ασφάλεια των χρηστών της οδού και ιδιαίτερα των νέων ανθρώπων σε άμεσο κίνδυνο. 
Αντικαθιστώντας ένα κομμάτι των μηχανών με παραδοσιακά ή ηλεκτρικά ποδήλατα, όπως και με το 
περπάτημα για κοντινές αποστάσεις, οδηγεί σε βελτιώσεις στην περιβαλλοντική κατάσταση, στην 
οδική ασφάλεια και στην ποιότητα ζωής 

Λέξεις κλειδιά: Ποδήλατα, Πεζοί, Ενεργητική μετακίνηση, Συλλογή δεδομένων, GPS, Επιλογή 
διαδρομής με ποδήλατο, Χαρακτηριστικά διαδρομής με ποδήλατο, Σχεδίαση πειραμάτων δεδηλωμένης 
προτίμησης 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
	

	

	

	

 
 
 
 
 
 



	
INTRODUCTION 
	

Sustainable transport has become a primary transport policy goal and a scientific subject of research in 
the last years. Active transport, containing bicycles and walking, is a part of sustainable transport that 
physically engages the transport subject in the transport mode. Apart from the environmental 
advantages of sustainable transport, active transport has certain advantages regarding safety issues, 
overall health of the subjects, quality of everyday life and urban planning. In this policy context, the 
potential of behavioral change may be substantial and should be assessed using travel surveys, real-life 
experiments, and stated preference surveys.  Unfortunately we face a few barriers in implementation.  

It is becoming increasingly evident that response rates in household travel surveys are dropping (1, 2). 
In fact the households that are hard to contact (and because of that they contribute to the highest non-
response rates) are the ones that travel the most. In these cases the travel survey or the travel diary are 
considered an extra burden on the already stretched household schedule. An additional issue is the 
tendency of the respondents to omit trips in the travel diaries, either when contacted by phone surveys 
(3) or even in face to face interviews (4). 

The present paper reviews literature regarding the use of GPS devices (or other tracking devices, such 
as smartphones), in the process of data collection in travel related surveys, especially considering active 
transport. Then in the methodology section we present a framework that links data needs and extracts 
the entirety of GPS data, taking advantage of the full potential of the GPS devices. For example, while 
the data of the devices is used to confirm the travel diary entries, there is also information about speed, 
travel times, waiting times at traffic lights and route choice. 

The GPS devices, with the collaboration of GIS software, can provide additional data on altitude and 
slope. The methodology divides the characteristics in route characteristics and mode characteristics. All 
this data together can be used to estimate link speed, travel time, slope and land uses in order to evaluate 
certain routes and to identify issues that can prevent people from using these routes when biking or 
walking. This procedure leads to a more complete framework of route evaluation and attractiveness. 

The overall study from which the research presented here emerges is a real-life experiment in which we 
first interview a considerable amount of households of a Greek island.  Then, we offer them the 
opportunity to use electric bicycles (power assisted) and interview them again.  In parallel, many public 
consultation are organized and both data sources aid in the design of stated preferences surveys.  The 
overall project is described in (5).  

The research attempts to identify factors that affect the route choice when considering active transport 
modes as an option. Hanson and Hildebrand (6) asked if rural drivers can meet their needs without a 
car. This paper may respond to the more precise question, if island residents can replace their cars or 
motorbikes with bicycles (regular or electric) or walking and even more precisely in which activity 
types and what part of the city.  

The paper has four sections. First the existing literature is reviewed by thematic category: GPS devices 
use in travel surveys in general, GPS device use for speed and other data collection, GPS frameworks 
and methodologies regarding travel modes. Then the research methodology and data analysis 
techniques are presented in section 2. Section 3 presents the findings from the experiments on Chios 
island.  Section 4 concludes the paper with the discussion on the results and thoughts for future research. 



	
LITERATURE REVIEW OF GPS USAGE FOR TRAVEL BEHAVIOR 
 

One of the first references on GPS based methods is the survey of Murakami and Wagner, 1999 (7) 
which studied the reliability of GPS devices to verify the number of trips reported by the respondent, 
the actual trip times and any other characteristic that may be recorded erroneously in the trip diary of 
the survey. This research, being published over 13 years ago, used mobile devices much larger and 
more expensive ($1350 of a GPS device) than the devices used today. The findings verified that the 
research participants tend to forget or to over-estimate the number of daily trips, and a GPS device can 
actually contribute to the correct trip data collection and correction of possible mistakes.  

Stopher and Greaves 2007 (1) suggested the elimination of travel diaries along with data fusion 
techniques, panel surveys and continuous measurement as an answer to the gradually dropping response 
rates, and increasing costs of surveys.  However, it is noted that these fusion techniques depend highly 
on the acceptance of the respondents to carry a GPS device with them all day. This fact may raise 
concerns on personal security or even fear. An answer to this may be the use of smartphones with 
integrated GPS function, which even solves the problem of reaching young people and busy 
professionals (which have always been the most difficult to reach). Another issue identified by Wolf et 
al., 2001 (8) was that this survey design lacks the ability to precisely determine the means of transport 
(raw GPS speed data from a motorbike and a car are very much alike) and does not actively engage the 
respondent in the survey procedure.  Moreover, activities of participants are not recorded and need to 
be predicted using other methods. 

Bhat et al. 2012 (9) presented an analysis of the factors that influence the differences between what is 
written down in the trip diaries and the actual trips verified by the GPS devices. They point out the 
different nature of these two methods of data collection, especially when a survey is conducted solely 
by GPS devices, without a trip diary present.  

Bricka et al., 2012 (10) attempted an analysis of the factors influencing the differences in survey-
reported and GPS-recorded trips. From a sample of 265 individuals, which reported a total of 1533 trips, 
only the 49% reported exactly the number of trips that the devices recorded. The results of the 
descriptive analysis and the model estimations revealed that the HBW trips are less likely to be under-
reported. The research also pointed out the “Friday effect”. People who travel on Fridays tend to travel 
more for non-work purposes than work purposes.  

Papinski et al. 2009 (11) attempted to explore the route choice decision-making process, actually by 
comparing the planned routes (stated in a travel diary) and the observed ones, revealing that the GPS 
devices can be used in studies containing quantitative factors, like travel time, route directness or 
congestion.  

Stopher and Collins 2005 (12) suggested a probability matrix to determine mode choice. Average travel 
times and speeds provided by GPS devices for every mode were recorded in a matrix and other factors 
(such as bicycle ownership) determined the probability of a certain mode choice.. 

Cortes et al., 2011 (13) attempted the evaluation and verification of travel times of public transportation 
(mainly bus) by using GPS devices. The research recorded the bus’s speed by using mobile devices and 
with the aid of geo-coding and GIS software defined the location of the areas in the network that suffer 
more from traffic congestion, or categorized the bus lines according to their efficiency, speed and time 



	
accuracy. These data were then used to locate the bus stops that cause more traffic congestion problems. 
It was concluded that this methodology is not limited in bus lines with fixed schedule, but can also be 
used in hop on – hop off bus lines or in cases of taxis and mini buses making stops at the passenger’s 
demand. 

Şimşek et al. 2013 (14) used the data collected by mobile GPS devices to evaluate drivers’ performance 
and behavior.  The methodology of the research, apart from defining the correct (or the socially 
expected) driving behavior, used the GPS tracks, to measure speed and route choice, and then compared 
the data with the legal/posted speed limits. Finally, three quantitative factors were evaluated: driving 
speed off the legal limits, waiting times in traffic lights, and fuel use in every trip (depending on the 
vehicle).  

Du and Aultman-Hall 2007 (15) focused on the correct identification of trip-ends using GPS devises, 
and presented a methodology for data analysis when arranging a lot of logging data. They found out 
that after an automatic identification of trip-ends, 94% of the trips were correctly identified (on a passive 
stream of GPS data). 

Herrera et al. 2010 (16) attempted traffic monitoring using GPS enabled cell phones. Exploiting the 
“extensive coverage provided by mobile phones and the high accuracy in position and velocity 
measurements provided by GPS units” the prototype demonstrated a successful way to monitor traffic.  

Asensio et al. 2009 (17) used the GPS devices to collect speed data for road traffic noise mapping. This 
is another case of expensive and difficult data collection that GPS technologies may make it cheaper 
and easier to collect.  

GPS devices have been recently used in studies constructing a pedestrian network algorithm derived 
from multiple GPS traces (Kasemsuppakom and Karimi 2013 (18); and in route choice models 
developed with Revealed Preferences data from the devices studying cyclists’ behavior (19). Both 
studies show that the use of such devices can be instrumental when trying to evaluate green modes of 
transport. 

Schönfelder et al. 2002 (20) conducted a research taking into account the differences of travel behavior 
and mobility patterns when addressing the intra-personal level and the inter-personal level. The research 
also focused on the potentials of automatically collected GPS data and the known drawbacks of this 
type of data collection methodology. The identification of problems with the data led to a proposed 
methodology of data editing procedure in order to maximize data quality. In the conclusions they 
propose future research with GPS to be focused on route choice analysis as a better way of representing 
behavioral analysis. 

In another paper focusing on the combination of GIS and GPS, Gong et al 2012.  (21) attempt to apply 
a method for travel mode detection from GPS traces with the collaboration of GIS software in New 
York City. In a complex urban environment such as that of New York transportation networks are 
complicated. Technical details such as logging frequency or satellite signal problems are discussed. GIS 
software can identify transport modes such as subway, rail or bus lines (fixed route). Problems occur 
when walking mode traces mix with slow moving car traces (stuck in traffic). A complete algorithm 
and methodology for data processing is proposed, specially designed to handle big amount of data. This 
research uses GPS devices similar to the  above mentioned research and the methodology proposed sets 
the limits for data logging frequency of timetable of loggings in a way that can fit the needs of the 
present research. 



	
Badland et al. 2010 (22) examined commute routes with the aid of GPS devices. University employees 
were used as the study subjects, using a 7 day self-report travel log only for work related trips. The 
paper aimed to identify whether the shortest route is the main factor affecting the decision of route 
choice.  

Reumers et al. 2013 (23) attempted to create a semantic annotation procedure for GPS traces. The 
research focused on extracting data from GPS and then assign a probability for each activity being a 
certain one depending on factors such as time of the day, time of the activity, day of the week, 
characteristics of the household. The same was attempted for mode identification with factors such as 
speed, GIS interactions (i.e. bus stops), speed graphs.  

Ellison et al., 2012 (24) used data from GPS devices which were part of a broader study on travel 
behavior in order to capture speeding behavior in school zones. This study included a psychological 
sub-study in order to record the personality traits, risk perception and driver behavior (aggressiveness) 
of the participants. The devices were used to measure the speed around school areas and to pinpoint 
locations in order to manually locate the speed limit in these areas.  

Henriques and Bento, 2013 (25) attempted the integration of GPS traces and Digital elevation maps to 
improve bicycle traffic. The system architecture of this research uses GPX (GPS exchange files) and 
terrain elevation data to simulate bicycle traffic in a simulation software like VISSIM.  

Broach et al. 2011 (26) used bicycle mounted GPS devices to develop a route choice model. They used 
only non-exercise trips. In this paper, it is stated, that GPS traces can also work as a base network, 
actually mapping the network as the traces flow through the urban area. The model took into account 
distance, slope and turns as main factors for the route choice analysis. The results of the model revealed 
that commuting cyclists are more likely to be affected by distance as a factor. 

The review of the literature demonstrated a growing interest on the usage of GPS as means of analyzing 
travelers’ decision making with single modes of transportation. The research presented in this paper 
capitalizes on these findings, and goes one step further by utilizing GPS traces to compare alternative 
active transport modes and identify route choice attractiveness for bikes, electric bikes, motorcycles, 
and walk alternatives.  

 

 

METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK 
	

Study area 

Chios Island is located in the Aegean Sea, seven miles from the coast of Asia Minor. It is the fifth 
largest of the Greek islands, with 51,320 persons living in the main city or the villages and the towns 
of Chios. Chios island has some particularities worth mentioning in this study. Chios town, the capital 
of the island (also called Chora, mostly by locals) is the center of the island's transport flows, 
commercial activity and has a population of approximately 30,000 people. There is not a second large 
population concentration in Chios (contrary to what happens in other islands), and the second most 



	
populous town is the neighboring Vrontados with 5,000 inhabitants, which is becoming almost a suburb 
of Chios town, as a result of the recent intense urbanization of both areas and their proximity.  Chios 
town is situated in the middle of a north – south axis which is a prominent geographical separation of 
the island areas. As a result, all traffic  flows between north and south pass through Chios town. 

Also, Chios town has developed around the main core of Chios port and along the main road arteries. 
The center of the town is developing mainly around the municipal arboretum and some traditional 
commercial roads. In these axes of development land use is for commercial, governmental and 
entertainment purposes. Another special condition about Chios is the large number of car ownership 
per capita, approximately 2,500 new vehicles appear each year on the island. Considering the island 
population, this is a large number (5% of the total population). With a population density of 57.5 (per 
km2), Chios had 420 cars per 1,000 people as of 2009, being the 3rd highest car ownership area in 
Greece, after the metropolitan areas of Athens and Thessaloniki. It also has one of the highest 
motorcycle ownership in Greece and from the household surveys a relatively small number of bicycle 
ownership, with most of the fleet being unused bicycles. 

 

Sampling 

This research uses data from the ongoing travel survey taking place in Chios island as a part of “GreTIA 
– Green transport in island areas” scientific project. This research has a sampling goal of 1,000 island 
households (roughly 5% of the population). The present research uses a sub-sample of 47 individuals 
in total that have used the GPS devices and also completed a two-day activity diary. The research also 
uses sample from an electric bicycles experiment taking place in Chios island as a part of the same 
scientific project. During this experiment, an electric bicycle is given to a sub set of 30 households, 
along with a travel diary and a GPS device for a week and the changes in travel patterns and mode 
choice are studied. 

The route choice evaluation uses data from GPS devices that contain traces of individuals using the 
following modes: car, motorbike, bicycle (regular and electric) and walking. There were a few traces 
of public transportation (buses) but they were not taken into account for the route choice methodology. 
The modal split of the GPS traces is the following: 36% car, 21% motorbike, 16% electric bicycle, 12% 
regular bicycle and 15% walking. The total number of traces is 327. A trace may contain one or more 
trips, it depends on the time between two trips. This is fully customizable, if the one trip – one trace 
choice is needed, the interval for splitting the trace is set to a few minutes.  

 

Data collection   

One of the aims of the paper is to point out the richness of information that a GPS device can collect in 
an easy and low – cost way. An individual using correctly a GPS logging device along with his/her 
daily travel schedule can provide information not only about the trip ends and the routes but also for 
speed, travel time, slopes and altitude or certain routes, delays at junctions or traffic lights, evaluation 
of public transport services, etc..  

This can become a breakthrough in data collection, both because of the minimum burden and the low 
cost but also relative acceptance to use the GPS devices by respondents. Data collection can be made 



	
even more accurate by using a web interface where respondents can find, review and correct their trips, 
stops or other information Sun et al., 20?? (27) 

Data quality 

The GPS devices used in data collection are Q-Starz – BT1000XT travel logger. The devices, along 
with the majority of GPS logging devices can be configured in a custom way regarding the frequency 
of logs with parameters ranging from time frequency (log every x second), speed parameter (log over 
x km/hour), and distance (log every x meters). Every study reviewed has its own optimum customization 
for data collection. The data used for the present paper is collected as a part of the “GreTIA – Green 
transport in island areas” travel survey. The devices are used as a supplement to a two – day activity 
diary and are customized to log all the modes of transport, thus they are not optimized to log bicycle 
traces. This results in a small deduction (loss) in data quality for bicycles but at the same time permits 
the comparison of different modes. However, GPS devices used solely for bicycle travel should be 
configured in a different way, resulting in optimum data quality. The following settings are 
recommended for each mode: 

 Car/Motorcycle: Log every 2 seconds or log every 10 meters and log over 3km/h 

 Bicycle/E-Bicycle: Log every 4 seconds or log every 5 meters 

 Walking: Log every 10 seconds or log every 1 meter 

If data can be uploaded frequently, in a daily basis, a choice of logging every second is optimal. In cases 
of travel diary studies, compromises must be made in order to capture all modes. In this research the 
settings are the following: Log every 2 seconds and log over 2km/h.  

Data provided by the devices has to be edited through a data mining procedure and a specific algorithm 
that is adapted to the study area. Often data quality issues show up either in the form of signal loss or 
drifting problems, provided the device is correctly configured for the research and its needs. The data 
mining algorithm for this study is: 

1. The software provided by the GPS devices company Qstarz 2013 (28) has an automatic 
“remove drifting points” task, which removes a large amount of drifting points; 

2. After the initial procedure all the GPS traces with 0 distance travelled should be removed. These 
are mainly satellite signal errors; 

3. The final task is to remove tracks that contain irregular travelled distance for the study area of 
the respective research. In the present research tracks containing distance greater than 500 km 
were removed. This is called drifting, caused by signal loss. The GPS logs a track in a long 
distance from the main trace;  

4. An extra step that can be taken to ensure data quality is to remove traces or part of traces that 
contain irregular speeds. In the present study tracks containing speeds greater than 180km/hour 
were removed. These speeds are usually much greater than a regular vehicle can travel with. 

 

Methodology 

GPS devices provide traces from which certain useful information can be extracted. With the help of 
GIS software this information can be geocoded and presented on maps of the study area. In this way 



	
speeds, travel time, slopes and all other data can be analyzed for every different road segment, from a 
small link to the whole route.  

Four routes with a large amount of traces were selected as the main routes for evaluation. Two of these 
routes pass through the urban area of Chios town and two of them are outside the city center. This 
distinction between the urban area and the area outside the city center is important for many reasons 
that will be discussed later on but mainly because a large amount of trips conducted in the “rural” area 
are leisure trips. Both routes outside the city center are coastal routes that have a nice scenery which 
positively influences bicyclists’ perception of enjoyment.  

The route characteristics examined are: distance, maximum slope and mean slope. Slope is a factor 
affecting the use of bicycle and walking, as routes with abrupt slopes are considered difficult to walk 
or bike. Both maximum and mean slope affect the trip.  

Mode characteristics include: Mean speed, standard deviation of speed, travel time and maximum 
recorded speed. Travel time is an influential factor in mode choice. Maximum speed for electric bicycles 
is around 30 km/hour, but in some cases higher speeds are observed when the bicycles run downhill.  

The data mining procedure is done manually for every trace collected. Every track that passes through 
one of the routes, is examined for the above characteristics for each respective mode. Then averages 
and standard deviations are calculated and the results are used in the following section’s tables. 

CASE STUDY: CHIOS ISLAND TRAVEL SURVEY 
 

Route Evaluation 

The initial route choice was made on the elimination of the routes that lack data for one or more modes. 
Then the decision that has been made is to choose two internal routes, passing through the center of the 
city, and two external ones with one of their trip ends in the city and the other outside it. 

  



	
Table 1 Route characteristics 

Route 1 Airport route (coastal)  

Mode characteristics Car Motorbike Regular bicycle Electric bicycle Walking 
Mean speed (km/hour) 52.4 49.3 14.4 22.3 5.05 

Travel time (minutes) 3:28 3:41 12:37 8:09 36 

Maximum recorded 
speed (km/hour) 

93 80  23 30 11.8 (jogging) 

Speed standard deviation 4.39 7.18 1.64 1.68 1.42 

Route 2 Coastal route to Vrontados  

Mode characteristics Car Motorbike Regular bicycle Electric bicycle Walking 
Mean speed (km/hour) 47.8 51.4 15.1 20.4 - 

Travel time (minutes) 3:51 3:35 12:14 9:04 
 

- 

Maximum recorded 
speed (km/hour) 

88.1 80.5 26.1 34.2
 

- 

Speed standard deviation 7.76 8.20 2.81 6.09  

Route 3 Round route of Chios garden 

Mode characteristics Car Motorbike Regular bicycle Electric bicycle Walking 
Mean speed (km/hour) 29.4 23.5 15.4 21.8 4.0 

Travel time (minutes) 0:49 1:01 1:33 1:05 6:002 

Maximum recorded 
speed (km/hour) 

45.9 44.6 25 33 5.2 

Speed standard deviation 4.32 4.38 2.05 4.35 0.76 

Route 4 Route from the harbor to the main shopping area 

Mode characteristics Car Motorbike Regular bicycle Electric bicycle Walking 
Mean speed (km/hour) 27.3 23.7 14.2 17.3 4.1 
Travel time (minutes) 2:38 3:02 5:04 4:10 17:34 

Maximum recorded 
speed (km/hour) 

53 60 22 27 5.9 

Speed standard deviation 4.77 4.69 5.23 3.98 0.99 

Route 
characteristics 

Route 1 Route 2 Route 3 Route 4  

Maximum Slope 3.0% / -
2.1% 

3.9% / -5.4% 3.0% / -3.7% 6.0% / -5.2%  

Mean Slope 0.8% / 0.7% 1.4% / -1.3% 2.2% / -2.8 % 2% / -1.7%  
Distance(km) 3.03 3.08 0.4 1.2  

 

 



	
 

External routes 

Route 1 is one of the main routes from the center of the city to the south of the island. Also the main 
route for the tourist region of Karfas and Chios airport. There are two alternative routes, not passing by 
the coast. As seen from the results in Table 1, it has the lowest slope from all the routes in this study. It 
is actually a popular route amongst the local population, used for both workout and leisure walking and 
biking. The results, regarding the speed of the modes, reveal that even electric bicycles struggle 
competing with motorized modes’ speeds and travel times. However, the nice scenery and the relatively 
wide road can make up for the longer travel times. It is the route with the most GPS traces passing 
through it. The standard deviation of the electric bicycle speeds reveals that a large percentage of the 
users were biking with a speed over 20 km/hour, most probably using the assisting power of the electric 
bicycle.  

Route 2 is the main route from Chios city to the near town of Vrontados and the north part of the island. 
As route 1,  this is a busy road, with many different land uses around it. There are two alternative routes, 
the one with similar characteristics, not passing by the coast and the other being the new ring road, 
longer but with better technical characteristics and designed for larger capacity. From the results an 
average slope is revealed, shown in detail in Figure 2, green bars represent almost zero slope and as the 
color shifts to yellow more abrupt slope is represented, comparing figures 1 and 2, it can be seen that 
for the part of the route that has a bigger slope the bicycles speeds are the lowest.  For the most part of 
the route the road is almost flat, with slopes at both ends of the route. Regarding the mode 
characteristics, this is, like the first one, a long route, and bicycle speeds cannot be compared with those 
of the motorized modes. As shown in Figure 1, the speed of the car trace is almost double for the most 
part of the route than other modes. Regarding the car traces, there are not many abrupt peaks and valleys, 
same happening with bicycle traces.  This is also a route with many accidents, and in contradiction with 
the first one has narrow roads. The latter in addition to the almost double travel times reveal that this is 
not a very active transport friendly route and needs (physical) intervention in order to be more attractive. 
There are no walking traces for this route. 

 

	

Figure	1	Comparison	between	car	and	e‐bike	speeds	in	Route	2	



	
 

	

Figure	2	Altitude	change	(slope)	in	Route	2 

 

Internal routes 

In the following Figures 3 and 4 internal routes are depicted in yellow line (round route of Chios garden) 
and red line (route from the harbor to the main shopping area). Figure 3 presents the location of the 
routes and the population density in zones around the city center. The darker the color the more dense 
the zone. Figure 4 depicts the location of the routes and the number of shops (business establishments) 
per zone in the area. The darker te color the larger the number of the shops. 
	

	

Figure	3	Internal	routes	and	population	density	(grey)	and	number	of	shops	(red) 



	
 Route 3 passes right through the center of Chios city, one of the most congested road links during 
summer months. In comparison with the external routes, the maximum slopes are comparable but the 
mean slope is noticeably higher. Empirical evidence reveals that this has been a consistent complaint 
of the residents, that the slopes in the city center discourage them from biking or walking (see 
Polydoropoulou et al., 2013). This route, as well as the next one, are one of the more congested during 
the summer months. Chios island, as a tourist destination, is highly influenced by seasonality which 
affects the traffic congestion. Along these routes most users experience considerable delays with cars 
experiencing this more often and motorbikes less often.  

Route 4 also passes through the city center, linking Chios harbor with the main shopping alley, 
Aplotarias str. As seen in Figures 3 and 4 these routes connect neighborhoods with high population 
density with areas with high number of shops, passing through the busy Chios port or the municipal 
garden – the center of Chios city. The maximum slope is quite higher than the other three routes, and 
the mean slope is second to the other external route. It must be noted as of June 2013, the main shopping 
alley of Chios is permanently a pedestrian road. Both routes 3 and 4 end near the shopping alley and 
users of motorized modes cannot continue into it without parking their vehicle.   

Comparison of speed and travel time reveals an interesting fact. There is no noticeable difference 
between the electric bicycles and the motorcycles. For route 3 in particular, the difference between these 
two is marginal. Also standard deviation for route 3 is almost identical. The small standard deviation 
for all routes, regarding electric bicycles, is a positive result. No extreme speeds are logged, meaning 
that there are no individuals struggling with their bikes and recording very low speeds but there are also 
no very high speeds that can lead to accidents, especially in the external routes that have minimum 
protection for the cyclists. Electric bicycles can overcome the disadvantage of the abrupt slopes and the 
competition between the two modes becomes fair. This can lead to many conclusions and it certainly 
points out to a necessary scenario design for stated preference experiments. Are the residents willing to 
switch their motorcycles with an eco-friendly mode of transport that is cheaper, makes less noise, does 
not have gas expenses, can ride through pedestrianized areas, as an incentive which the local 
government provides to cyclists, and engages them physically when they travel? 

Designing the SP scenarios with real information such as speeds, travel times and slopes can lead to 
more realistic experiments and more valuable data.  These SP experiments are a necessary continuation 
of the present research in order to measure peoples’ views and perceptions of active transport. If the 
technical details reveal that for certain routes travel times and speeds are comparable, the price of an 
electric bicycle is lower than the mean price of a motorbike, the lack of electric bicycles fleet must be 
sought in the perceptions or the trends of the local population. However, since electric bikes is a 
relatively new alternative transport mode, population awareness should be raised regarding their clear 
advantages over motorcycles. 

CONCLUSIONS 
	

Data collection process with the GPS devices was in general terms successful. With an algorithm 
removing drift points and useless data, good data quality was achieved. For larger data sets, data mining 
algorithms and software should be used for the procedure. A part of the sample was taken from an 
electric bicycles experiment, during which electric bikes, owned by the Transportation and Decision 
Making laboratory of the University of the Aegean, were given to 30 households in the study area. The 



	
participants in this experimental survey were  willing to receive and carry a GPS logger with them 
during the survey.  This also points out to the importance of incentives when trying to achieve higher  
response rates in surveys, especially those containing GPS tracing of the subjects’ daily activity 
patterns. 

Route evaluation was useful  in revealing route characteristics that affect route choice among 
individuals. From a technical perspective, the results can be used for comparative reasons between the 
routes, but also the methodology used can become the basis of an extended methodology that can 
evaluate and pick over routes not only in the center of the city or near it, but also in rural areas, tourist 
destinations and nature interest paths. The results reveal that electric bicycles can replace, at least, 
motorbikes in the routes in the city center. With speeds and travel time being comparable, with no 
noticeable difference in standard deviation of speeds, there is no technical reason for the very low use 
of electric or regular bicycles in the city center. Electric bicycles can overcome the abrupt slopes in 
some of the city center routes. With a part of the city center already pedestrianized, and with plans for 
an extended pedestrianization, the use of motorized modes will become more difficult.   

A greener policy shift would be to allow electric bikes in the center of Chios town, even in 
pedestrianized areas while banning the use of motorcycles. This would lead to a proportional shift in 
mode choice. A motorcycle – electric bicycle replacing action could also be considered, especially in a 
market that the electric bicycle as a product is in the introduction stage. A clear disadvantage of allowing 
the electric bicycles in the pedestrians’ area is the probability of accidents, collision between bicycles 
and pedestrians. This can be addressed by low speed recommendations, but is actually a matter of 
cycling culture, which is starting to mature in the local population. 

Results from the route evaluation can also be used as a preliminary study for the design of stated 
preference (SP) experiments. Finally, when addressing seasonality issues, the research concluded that 
if the GPS surveys were running all-year around, or even during two different seasons, big differences 
in all characteristics of the routes were to be logged. Especially city center routes, during the high tourist 
season (July – August), would be much more congested, resulting in lower speeds for cars but not 
necessarily for motorcycles and bicycles. 

A full scale survey of 1,000 households of the Chios island, is taking place during this year. This 
research will provide the necessary data for the design of the SP experiments. An extended survey can 
be used as a policy making tool in order to evaluate which routes are eligible for bicycle facilities, such 
as bike lanes or which points in the city are optimal locations for facilities like bike sharing installations, 
bicycle parks or bicycle service kiosks.  This was already identified by the four routes studied here 
pinpointing optimal locations. In addition, optimization of GPS device settings is an issue that can lead 
to better results when focusing on a certain mode rather that attempting to log every travel activity 
ranging from walking to driving a car in the same way. Moreover, a similar methodology could be 
applied in long distance routes, measuring routes and points of interest from a tourist or leisure 
perspective.  
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